Internship Video editor (m/f/d)
at Direktorenhaus (Berlin)

Overview

Direktorenhaus Direktorenhaus in Berlin is one of the leading exhibition houses for applied arts in Germany. Since 2010, the museum in the centre of the German capital, run by the Meisterrat (German Craft Council), presents selected unique pieces, limited series as well as conceptual design objects. The exhibitions focus on the latest trends in the applied arts. At the same time, the Direktorenhaus does not only show «aesthetic phenomena»: Equally important is the increased importance of design in politics and society, especially in the field of sustainable future planning.

The Job:

The video editor intern will be a key member of Direktorenhaus social media team, working closely with the Site Editors to lead our fashion and lifestyle video coverage. The online nature of Direktorenhaus requires applicants who have a strong awareness of the global design and craft culture, work efficiently under pressure, and possess knowledge of forthcoming cultural trends.

The Work:

The ideal candidate thrives on creating high-performing video content and gets excited about both established and up-and-coming skaters, streetwear brands, and skate culture. In addition, they should have good storytelling knowledge.

Responsibilities include but are not limited to:

- Assist the videography team on set
- Conceptualize and edit content video footage
- Regularly pitch video ideas
- Brainstorm concepts
- Oversee the creation of video content
- Ensure the content is on-brand
- Represent Direktorenhaus at events when appropriate
Requirements:

- Media student / enrolled at university (preferred)
- Skills in editing and telling visual stories
- A proven ability to perform under tight deadlines

Contact: Send an Email with your application to: Pascal Johanssen (pj@direktorenhaus.com)